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THE SAFETY PROGRAM OF THE OAK RIDGE NATIONAL LABORATORY* -

A DIFFERENT APPROACH

G. Howard Burger MASTER
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory has compiled an excellent safety

record ever the years and as a result received many achievement awards

from the National Safety Council. This was due in no small part to

the Laboratory's safety program. For this presentation my remarks will

be confined primarily to only one segment of this program, that part

which constitutes "a different approach" in handling safety concerns,

the operational or process safety organization. Being a primary instru-

ment in achieving the Laboratory's safety record, the Laboratory's process

(operational) safety record has also been quite good over the Laboratory's

enfire operating period and exceptional since the establishment of our

present safety organization. Because of this safety record which I

attribute first to the process operators themselves (safety is a line

responsibility) and second to our safety organization, I believe there

are others such as yourselves who might benefit from learning about our

safety organization. It is an organization which I consider to be unique,

particularly when compared to standard industrial safety organizations.

As evidence of how well our total safety program works, I point out

that since early 1960, when the present organization was established,

we have had only a few, with decreasing frequency, process or operating

accidents, and most of these did not involve real injury to personnel or

significant property loss. Even in these few cases almost all the accidents

resulted from operator actions and not from process or experiment failures,

this in a research laboratory which presently employs in excess of 5000
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people and is engaged in many diverse potentially hazardous operations.

These operations include nuclear reactors, radioactive chemical processing,

hot cells, radioactive isotope preparation, particle accelerators,

hazardous and radioactive waste disposal, plus research in fusion,

fission, and fossil energy, and biological and environmental research.

The uniqueness and therefore different approach to Oak Ridge National

Laboratory's safety program is not a result of elimination of the usual

industrial safety organization, but results from the three organizations

which supplement it and the areas of safety concerns which they cover.

While industrial safety is primarily concerned with day-to-day routine

worker activities (wearing of safety glasses and hard hats, adherence

to electrical safety work procedures, proper safety lockout and tagout

of equipment for maintenance activities, etc.), the other organizations,

the Office of Operational Safety, Division Safety Officers and Radiation

Control Officers, and the Laboratory Director's Review Committees, are

concerned with the much broader spectrum of the total work environment

(Fig. 1). "hese organizations are concerned not only with the day-to-day

worker activities but the design and conduction of all operations from a

process viewpoint. In other words, the emphasis of thes^ groups is

assuring first that operations, experiments, facilities, d t c , are

designed properly and then secondly operated properly to assure safety

of the operators, Laboratory population, and the public (Fig. 2). It is

these three safety organizations constituting operational or process

safety which will be discussed in this paper.
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The establishment of the operational safety organization in its

earliest form came about after the Laboratory had experienced several

operating incidants over a relatively short period of time. After one

rather severe incident of an operational nature, the forerunner of the

first of our present three organizations to constitute an operational

safety organization, the Office of Operational Safety, was formed.

The purpose of the Office was to independently assess from a safety

viewpoint the design and operation of experiments and facilities,

including operator performance, and to inform Laboratory management of

the results, making recommendations as considered necessary. Then

following the implementation of any recommended corrective measures,

the Office functioned to assure management of continued safe operation.

This was a significant departure from the traditional role of industrial

safety as noted previously (Fig. 3).

It was apparent in the beginning of operation of the new Office

that a wide spectrum of expertise would be required to adequately evaluate

the design and operation of all the Laboratory's radioactive experiments

and facilities, which was the first assignment. This expertise was

acquired by utilizing one of the previously formed Laboratory Director's

Review Committees, the Radiochemical Plants Committee - now called the

Radioactive Operations Committee (ROC), which is one of nine present

committees. This committee, formed to review and assess radiochemical

operations, was composed of, as are all present committees, senior

Laboratory personnel with experience and technical expertise necessary

to understand as a group all aspects of the operations they were to

review (Fig. 4). For example, the present ROC has nine members, three



of these recently added because of added safety documentation review

requirements. The areas of expertise among the members, all highly

experienced in operations, range from radiochemistry to nuclear physics,

radiochemical pilot plant operation, nuclear fuel reprocessing, health

physics, radioactive isotope production, instrumentation and controls,

nuclear engineering, and chemical engineering. The remaining eight

committees (Fig. 5) are similarly staffed to provide the expertise

needed for their particular review areas. These review areas should

be evident from the Committee name.

Committee service is a part-time function, each member retaining

regular job responsibility in addition to committee responsibility.

Committee; members are appointed for a renewable specific term by the

Laboratory Executive Director. Each committee operates under provision

of a charter and has the stated responsibility to "independently review

the areas specified in their respective charters and to make reports to

the Laboratory Director of their findings with recommendations whicr they con-

sider necessary." The committees recommend only; they do not have

approval authority (Fig. 6).

The final element of the Laboratory's operational safety organiza-

tion and that which is the most unique part of the organization, the

Division Safety Officer and Division Radiation Control Officer (DSO and RCO),

evolved from efforts to emphasize line management's ultimate responsibility

for safety and to assure their intimate involvement in safety of their

facilities. Again. "Safety is a line responsibility and cannot be

delegated" is taken from the Union Carbide Nuclear Division and the

Laboratory's safety policy statement.
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The Division Safety Officer and Radiation Control Officer (sometimes

the same person) are appointed by the Division Director (there are twenty-

five Laboratory Divisions). These officers serve as the Division

Director's representatives in Division safety and radiation control

matters. Like members of the Laboratory Director's Review Committees,

these officers are experienced and chosen for their potential to assess

both operational and industrial safety needs within their Division and

to devise and ensure implementation of plans and actions to provide

safety in operation of Division facilities. In short, the Division Safety

Officer (DSO) directs the Division safety program, representing the

Division Director. The DSO assures that new or major modifications to

Division operations, experiments and facilities are adequately reviewed

by Division staff for all safety considerations and that all necessary

features are included in design and adequate operating procedures and

operator training are planned for and completed prior to operation.

The DSO also handles and assures resolution of Division personnel safety

complaints as well as assuring that Division personnel adhere to the

Laboratory's safety procedures and programs and assists Industrial

Safety in assessments of Division compliance with them. Depending upon

the type of Division and therefore the number and degree of potentially

hazardous operations, the DSO position may be a full or part-time job

(Fig. 7,8).

The Radiation Control Officer (RCO) like the DSO represents the

Division Director in matters of radiation safety as opposed to other

safety considerations. This officer is experienced in radiation safety
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matters and like the DSO devises and ensures implementation of the

Division's radiation safety program. Only those Divisions with

radioactive operations have an RCO and in some Divisions this is the

DSO as well, one person serving both functions. (Fig. 9).

To be most effective, it is necessary that each unit of the total

Laboratory operational safety organization, while a separate organiza-

tion itself, work together and with management as a cohesive unit.

This requires very close overall direction and coordination of a?7

three groups of the organization; this is provided by the Office of

Operational Safety.

This Office is presently composed of four persons; a secretary

and three experienced professional personnel with engineering or basic

hard science education. All professional members have had extensive

field experience in Laboratory operations. The primary function of the

Office, as it was in its beginning, is to assure management of safe

operation of Laboratory facilities. This is accomplished by Office staff

review of proposed design and operation of new or modified facilities

and review of existing facilities. Because of the limited staff and the

varied expertise required for proper review, the Laboratory Director's

Committees are extensively utilized for this purpose. The Office

coordinates committee review activities, assures implementation of

resulting committee recommendations, and approves operations for

Laboratory management. The Office also coordinates the Division Safety

Officers and Radiation Control Officers activities, assuring Laboratory

safety concerns are transmitted to them and that Division safety concerns

are adequately addressed and properly handled. In addition, the Office

assists management in formulating safety policy and procedures (Fig.10).
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The Office is organizationally one of two sections of the

Safety Department, the other being Industrial Safety. The Safety

Department is a department of the Industrial Safety and Applied

Health Physics Division whose director reports to the Laboratory

ExecutivG Director (Fig. 11). While the Office organizationally

does not directly report to Laboratory management, functionally

in matrix organization fashion it has free access to Laboratory

management as necessary and has frequent contact through activities

of the Laboratory Director's Review Committees.

In summary, the Laboratory safety organization is different and

unique when considering the standard industrial safety organization.

It is unique on a functional basis because it has in addition to

industrial safety an organization whose primary objective is pursuit

of operational or process safety. Organizationally, it is unique

because of the Office of Operational Safety and the composition and

use of the Director's Committees, but more so because of the Division

Safety Officer-Radiation Control Officer organization (Fig. 12).

The results of the organization to date have been excellent. We

feel we have an excellent operational/process safety attitude among

our employees achieved not by coercion but by a spirit of cooperation.

Our process safety record provides the final proof of success.

I believe all organizations can realize a significant reduction in

operational accidents and reduced operating injuries from our "different

approach" to safety by just instituting a process or operational safety

attitude and by reemphasizing primary line responsibility for safety.
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This can be reinforced and accomplished orpanizationally by establishing

a group, or even a single person in small operations, with functions

similar to our Division Safety Officer concept and by forming with

field-experienced personnel an operational or process safety group

(Fig. 13) to parallel Industrial Safety. This operational safety

concept may not be as important in some operations as others, but

where there is an extensive potential for widespread accident conse-

quences resulting from varied operations, experiments, etc., I believe

it will pay off in short order. It is certainly an area not often, if

at all, covered in the usual industrial safety program. Finally, if

needed expertise is not available in the formal safety organization,

consider an equivalent to our Director's Committee approach. A high

degree of expertise can be attained without the need of a large formal

safety staff to cover the same area.

I would like to end with a word of caution just to reemphasize

what you already know; that is, no matter what your safety organization

is, it is only as good as the personnel in it. Don't, as we have all

seen, particularly in the industrial safety area, assign persons to

the safety group because "there is nothing else they are capable of

doing." Indeed, the most effective personnel for safety we have founa,

be it industrial or process/operational safety, are those with education

in engineering or basic hard sciences and have working experience in

the plant or laboratory performing jobs in the field and thus acquiring

familiarity with the operations which they will cover as a member of

the safety organization. There is no substitute for field operating

experience (Fig. 14).



THE OPERATIONAL SAFETY ORGANIZATION IS COMPOSED OF THREE GROUPS

OFFICE OF OPERATIONAL SAFETY

DIVISION SAFETY OFFICERS AND RADIATION CONTROL OFFICERS

LABORATORY DIRECTOR'S REVIEW COMMITTEES

FIG. 1



THE FUNCTIONS OF OPERATIONAL (PROCESS) SAFETY ARE TO ASSURE

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS ARE INCLUDED IN DESIGN
OF EXPERIMENTS AND FACILITIES

OPERATION IS CONDUCTED SAFELY

OPERATORS PERFORM SAFELY

FIG. 2



PURPOSE OF THE OFFICE OF OPERATIONAL SAFETY WAS TO PROVIDE MEANS
TO INDEPENDENTLY ASSESS

DESIGN

OPERATION

MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CORRECTION OR IMPROVEMENT

ASSURE IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS

ASSURE MANAGEMENT OF SAFE OPERATION

FIG. 5



RADIOACTIVE OPERATIONS COMMITTEE (ROC)

FORMED TO INDEPENDENTLY REVIEW RADIOACTIVE OPERATIONS

REPORT FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO MANAGEMENT

MEMBERSHIP COMPOSED OF EXPERIENCED SENIOR LABORATORY PERSONNEL

FIG.



PRESENT LABORATORY DIRECTOR'S COMMITTEES

ACCELERATORS AND RADIATION SOURCES REVIEW COMMITTEE

RADIOACTIVE OPERATIONS COMMITTEE

REACTOR EXPERIMENTS REVIEW COMMITTEE

REACTOR OPERATIONS REVIEW COMMITTEE

CRITICALITY COMMITTEE

ELECTRICAL SAFETY COMMITTEE

TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE

HIGH PRESSURE EQUIPMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE

BIOHAZARDS COMMITTEE

FIG. 5



PROVISIONS OF DIRECTOR'S COMMITTEE CHARTERS

MEMBERS EXPERIENCED IN REVIEW AREAS APPOINTED BY LABORATORY
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

COMMITTEE TO PERFORM INDEPENDENT REVIEWS

INCLUDE SPECIFIC TOPICS IN REVIEW

PROVIDE WRITTEN REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TO LABORATORY
DIRECTOR AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DOES NOT APPROVE -- ONLY RECOMMENDS

FIG, 6



DIVISION SAFETY OFFICER ESTABLISHED TO

EMPHASIZE LINE MANAGEMENT SAFETY RESPONSIBILITY

ASSURE DIVISION MANAGEMENT'S INTIMATE INVOLVEMENT IN
DIVISION SAFETY MATTERS

FIG. 7



DIVISION SAFETY OFFICER

APPOINTED BY DIVISION DIRECTOR

REPRESENTS DIVISION DIRECTOR IN SAFETY MATTERS

COORDINATES DIVISION SAFETY PROGRAM

ASSURES : AFETY REVIEW OF NEW AND OPERATING
FACIITT £S

ASSURES RESOLUTION OF DIVISION PERSONNEL SAFETY
SUGGESTIONS AND COMPLAINTS

FIG, 8



DIVISION RADIATION CONTROL OFFICER

EXISTS ONLY IN DIVISIONS WITH RADIATION CONCERNS

APPOINTED BY DIVISION DIRECTOR

MAY BE SAME PERSON AS DIVISION SAFETY OFFICER

PERFORMS SAME FUNCTIONS AS DIVISION SAFETY OFFICER
BUT INVOLVING RADIATION SAFETY CONCERNS

EXPERIENCED IN RADIATION SAFETY MATTERS

FIG. 9



THE OFFICE OF OPERATIONAL SAFETY FUNCTIONS

° TO ASSURE MANAGEMENT OF SAFE DESIGN AND OPERATION OF FACILITIES

BY ° STAFF REVIEW OF DESIGN AND OPERATION OF FACILITIES

° COORDINATING DIRECiOR'S COMMITTEE REVIEW ACTIVITIES

° COORDINATING DIVISION SAFETY AND RADIATION CONTROL
OFFICER ACTIVITIES

° ASSURING IMPLEMENTATION OF COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS

ALSO ° APPROVES OPERATIONS REPRESENTING MANAGEMENT

6 ASSISTS MANAGEMENT IN DEVELOPMENT OF SAFETY POLICIES
AND PROCEDURES

FIG. 10



LABORATORY
ASSOCIATE
DIRECTORS

RESEARCH
DIVISIONS

DIVISION
SAFETY &
RADIATION
CONTROL
OFFICERS

LABORATORY
ASSISTANT

DIRECTOR

SERVICE
DIVISIONS

DIVI S1ON
SAFETY &
RADIATION
CONTROL
OFFICERS

LABORATORY DIRECTOR
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INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND
APPLIED HEALTH PHYSICS
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LABORATORY DIRECTOR'S
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Fig. 11 ORNL SAFETY ORGANIZATION



ORNL SAFETY PROGRAM - A DIFFERENT APPROACH

BECAUSE ° A PRIMARY FOCUS ON PROCESS SAFETY

° DIVISION SAFETY AND RADIATION CONTROL
OFFICER ORGANIZATION

0 FORMATION AND USE OF LABORATORY DIRECTOR'S
COMMITTEES

6 OFFICE OF OPERATIONAL SAFETY

FIG, 12



POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF OUR "DIFFERENT" APPROACH

° REDUCED OPERATIONAL OR PROCESS ACCIDENTS

0 REDUCED OPERATING INJURIES

TO ACCOMPLISH ° INSTITUTE PROCESS SAFETY ATTITUDF

° EMPHASIZE LINE RESPONSIBILITY FOR SAFETY

FORM • OPERATIONAL SAFETY GROUP

° DIVISION SAFETY OFFICER CONCEPT

° FORM AND UTILIZE INDEPENDENT REVIEW COMMITTEE(S)

FIG, 13



FOR AN EFFECTIVE SAFETY ORGANIZATION

USE ONLY TOP RATED PERSONNEL

WITH SCIENCE OR ENGINEERING EDUCATION

WITH FIELD OPERATIONS EXPERIENCE

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTION FOR EXPERIENCE,

FIG, 14


